
MOBIL HANDY OIL 
Home craftsmen praise this ~ 

Mobil 
fiandyOil 

light, penetrating oil. It's non
gumming-fine for electrical 
appliances, sewing and wash
ing machines, bicycles, toys. 
Use it in your car generator. 
Free wall clip with every can. 

Makes Your Engine 
SMOOTHER, QUIETER!~ 

Mobil Upperiube, added to gas
Mobil oline, reaches your engine as a

Upperlu1Je 	 vapor. Its special ingredientclings 
to upper cylinders, piston rings 
and valve stems-protects against 
rust and wear; reduces carbon. 

Your engine runs more quietly, powerfully. 

MOBIL UPPERLUBE 
Buy where you buy Mobiloil or Mobilgas 

Mobil Specialties 

MOBILGLOSS~TOP'LEAK II;·.".·
MOBIL HANDY OIL . MOBIL RADIATOR FLUSH 
MOBIL WINDOW SPRAY • MOBIL UPPERLUBE 
MOBIL HYDROTONE . MOBIL SPOT REMOVER ' • 

BY THE MAKERS OF MOBILOIL 
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Reflectors on Tool Box 
Give Safety at Night 

WHILE changing a tire on an unlighted 
road some dark night, you can be sure that 
approaching motorists are warned of your 
presence by fitting out your tool box with 
a few red-glass reflector buttons of the 
type used for road markers and bicycle 
"tail lights." Fasten a row of them on the 
side of the box, and another row on the top, 
as shown below.-J.M. 

Safety buttons reflect lights of approaching cars 

Paint on Clock's Hands 
Ma kes It Easy to Read 
BECAUSE of reflections from its convex 

glass front and its shiny chromium face, 
the dashboard clock on my car was often 
difficult to read without taking my eyes off 
the i'oad for too long a time. To overcome 
this, I painted the tips of the hands a bril
liant red.-F.A. 

Painting arrow.type clock hands a brilliant red 
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